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“A FLYING ADVENTURE” TAKES OFF IN SPRINGFIELD 

Columbus artist, Claudia Retter, is creating and framing the 43 wall artworks for her upcoming 
exhibition, “A Flying Adventure,” scheduled for summer and early fall at the Springfield 
Museum of Art.  She is working just a few blocks from the museum at Itinerant Studio’s West 
Jefferson Street warehouse.  The wholesale art production company generously offered Retter 
Springfield studio space to complete her project. “My studio at home isn’t very big,” Retter 
says. “It's such a treat to be able to work on a huge table in a giant room."


The core of the exhibit is Retter’s handmade artist book, “The Flying Adventures of Two Candy 
Cane Pen Friends.” It is the enchanted tale—told through photographs and hand-lettered text
—of pen pals who finally meet and spend time exploring the Pacific Northwest in a little blue 
and yellow airplane. It also happens to be the creative retelling of the adventure which made 
Retter want to learn how to fly.  Originally intended as a single thank-you gift for her aviator 
penpal, the project has since evolved and expanded.  Retter presents “A Flying Adventure” not 
only as an editioned handmade artist book, but has received an Ohio Arts Council award and 
several Greater Columbus Arts Council grants to transform the book into a multi-display gallery 
experience. “It’s difficult to show a single handmade book to a larger audience," Retter says. 
Each of the frames contains an open page of the book that is printed, hand-lettered, and sewn 
to look just like the original. Viewers will be able to walk the book’s pages hanging on the 
SMoA walls.  The exhibition also includes the original book as well as maps, memorabilia, and 
the artist’s original storyboard for the project.


Itinerant Studio benefits from having a temporary artist-in-residence as well. Say owners Vicki 
Rulli and Tom Heaphy: “We love the extra art-vibe that fills the building when Claudia’s working 
here.”  Retter and the Rulli-Heaphys have been friends for years.  They met at a Columbus 
photo group over a decade ago and found they shared a similar outlook on life: “Its short, so 
live a great one.” All three happen to be pilots, so the exhibition's subject matter hits close to 
home.  Retter was inspired to earn her license after returning from the trip upon which “A Flying 
Adventure” is based.


Retter is in Springfield often, most recently in a collaboration with Project Jericho and Zonta 
International, teaching bookbinding as part of their Crafting Shelter program. “I am thrilled that 
SMoA will be the debut venue for the exhibition,” Retter says. “Springfield is like a second 
home to me.”


Follow Retter's progress on her blog (claudiaretter.com), Instagram (@little7stars), and 
Facebook (@claudiaretter)


“A Flying Adventure” runs from June 15 through October 9 at the Springfield Museum of Art, 
107 Cliff Park Road. Opening reception, Sunday June 30, from 4-5:30pm
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